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Introduction

N

ever before has your threat management strategy been so
important. Every industry sector has been the victim of a
cyber attacker and cybercriminal organization attack. Not
a week goes by where we don’t find a news headline informing the
world of another cybersecurity attack. Now more than ever, the
security landscape has become fragmented with many tools that
handle security, risk and compliance, threat intelligence, detection, and response. The problem is a single product can’t address
all cyber incidents.
Security vendors are everywhere, selling their products to all
who’ll listen and believe that one vendor’s tools can and will
solve all their problems. Often, organizations have a collection
of tools that don’t integrate well. The result: Organizations often
remain at risk because they’re unable to identify the big picture
that shows where true vulnerabilities are and how to address such
problems with point solutions.

About This Book
Threat Management For Dummies, IBM Limited Edition, lays the
foundation for effective solutions and techniques that work
together to help counter today’s advanced threats. No matter your
role in the IT security organization, threat management solutions
and techniques influence your job. Your role determines the part
you play to effectively manage threats, including those targeting
the cloud, your users, and your company’s data.
If you’re a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) or any level
of security leader, this book helps explain the types of tools, processes, and strategies you need to effectively detect, investigate,
and respond to security incidents. If you’re in general business
management, you discover the risks associated with enterprise
computing and the reasons why a comprehensive portfolio of
security solutions that work well together is so important.

Introduction
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Icons Used in This Book
Icons are used throughout this book to call attention to material
worth noting in a special way. Here is a list of the icons along with
a description of what each means.
Some points bear repeating, and others bear remembering. When
you see this icon, take note of what you’re reading.

Watch out! This information tells you to steer clear of things that
may leave you vulnerable, cost you big bucks, suck your time, or
are bad practices.
This icon indicates technical information that is probably most
interesting to technology planners and architects.

If you see a Tip icon, pay attention — you’re about to find out how
to save some aggravation and time.

Beyond the Book
This book provides a glimpse into the world of threat management. IBM has a collection of free data, use cases, and learning
content about each key area covered in this book. To dive a bit
deeper, consider visiting the following websites:

»» Threat Management with IBM Security: www.ibm.com/
security

»» IBM Security products: www.ibm.com/security/products
»» IBM X-Force Intelligence: www.ibm.com/security/xforce
»» Artificial intelligence for cybersecurity: www.ibm.com/
security/artificial-intelligence
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Understanding threats and risks that
organizations face today
»» Reviewing a few recent data breaches

Chapter

1

Looking at Today’s
Threat Landscape

A

lmost all business and personal transactions now require
some online interaction. While these transactions are
completed, cybercriminals are often steps ahead, figuring
out ways to compromise and take ownership of your data. You’re
held hostage as these attackers seek power and control. The
enemy is becoming so effective at causing harm that security professionals have adopted a new mindset — assume that breaches
have occurred and will continue to occur, despite every effort to
mitigate them. In this chapter, you review the current threat
landscape and what it could mean to your organization and the
security professionals who try and protect you from the threat
actors that cause harm.

The Threat Evolution
A few years ago, implementing a hardware device-only infrastructure may have included a few firewalls, proxy servers, and a
series of port scanners and desktop-based antivirus software. In
an increasingly reactive world of ongoing cyberattacks, this scenario won’t cut it. Just a few years ago, attacks were discovered

CHAPTER 1 Looking at Today’s Threat Landscape
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by software malware engines every few weeks or blocked by
infrastructure-based devices each month. The scenario sees
attacks occur more often — as much as several times an hour. So
in this section, you explore the threats that put sensitive data and
systems at risk.

Mutating malware
The days of using downloadable or installation-based antivirus
protection are long gone. Organizations need a multi-pronged
approach to addressing malware. While systems still require a
method to address classic Internet security challenges, far too
many malware attack variants, such as rogue viruses, worms,
and Trojan horses, exist that can’t be handled by a single security
solution.
Today’s malware packs a new weapon with its attacks: the capability to mutate itself on every individual host that it infects. When
the antivirus software manufacturers create a new signature for
this type of malware, chances are the signature is likely obsolete
by the time it’s deployed on an endpoint because each victim’s
computer has a unique copy. Chasing down a variant is like finding a needle in a haystack.

Threat actors
If you’ve ever heard security professionals mention the phrase
“insider threat” and thought they were talking about an
employee within an organization, think again. Insider threats are
an entire class of individuals that can cause malicious activity to
your systems and the data inside the organization. Threat actors
include insiders, organized crime rings, cyber attackers, lone
wolves, nation-states (advanced persistent threats), and competitors. There are often two kinds of insiders: malicious insiders
that intentionally attack, and accidental insiders whose credentials compromise an organization due to phishing.
The insider threat is difficult to stop because, often, it’s too late
to detect until after the actors have already infiltrated the system.
Even when an organization has the most sophisticated controls in
place to mitigate the security risk, the potential always exists that
someone or some tool can compromise a system because cybercriminals often think one step ahead.
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The disappearing perimeter
IT used to be planted inside the four walls of your physical corporate facility. The organization protected its intellectual property
and technical assets by using a firewall and simple monitoring
software. With so many organizations shifting to telework and
remote alternatives, supporting IT infrastructure outside of the
traditional office space has accelerated. Now, the modern workplace affords all members of the computing ecosystems, whether
they’re employees, contractors, or business partners, access to
its systems from external and internal entry points. A user can
use his laptop or mobile device to connect to the corporate network from anywhere, anytime. Knowing where the organization
is storing its data is often an anomaly given most now use cloud
computing infrastructures, which are abundant with anonymity.
The known perimeter no longer exists in information security;
the organizations of today can’t easily describe its cyber defenses.

Cloud computing choices
Organizations are taking the leap and moving their data to the cloud.
Some completely move their workloads from an on-premises data
center, the server closets, or desktop to a public or privately hosted
infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Organizations may rely exclusively
on cloud-based software versus having software on their desktops,
advocating for software as a service (SaaS).
Some companies, though, are simply not ready to fully break
free from moving all IT operations from the back-office, which
results in a mixture of data-center based private cloud resources
combined with third-party public cloud resources. The combination of the two infrastructures form a type of IT orchestration
called a hybrid cloud. These organizations may purchase services
from a combination of vendors such as IBM Cloud, Google Cloud
Platform, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, as well as their
existing hosted environments.
I can give you numerous reasons why an organization may be
compelled to move to the cloud, many of which come down to
economies of scale and systemic manageability. Few, though,
understand the seismic shift in risk as it pertains to the organizational security posture. Many folks assume that cloud hosting providers offer far more security. But many of the legal
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agreements between cloud providers don’t offer customers the
visibility necessary to understand just how secure their data is
under defined hosting conditions. Surprisingly, not until a breach
occurs, especially in the case of a hybrid or multi-cloud environment, does your organization face the reality that its risk level is
only as good as its own investment in its security posture.
Another risk that many organizations face is the shadow IT user.
Shadow IT refers to users managing IT projects outside of, and
without the knowledge of, the IT department. Many organizations don’t realize such users or services exist until it’s too late.
Gaining access to restrictive IT policies creates significant risk to
operational continuity.

Data privacy
Data privacy protection concerns drive new regulations around
the world. Protective measures are initiated to protect organizational and user data privacy online as well as improve personal
data protection. The organizations that go beyond just complying with new requirements will build trusting relationships; they
stand out from their peers and competitors.
Consider any personal data that’s sensitive or can be used by a
threat actor inappropriate when addressing data privacy. Why?
Data privacy includes online privacy such as any interaction that
you may commit online from a single keystroke on a form, a file
upload to a web server, or simply browsing a website seeking
information innocently. If a system can track your activity, you
should be concerned.
Data privacy regulations drive new corporate mandates worldwide. Organizations no longer follow internal mandates, but globally accepted policies. One data policy to consider is the California
Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), which exists to help individuals
understand what data is collected and how it is sold or disclosed.
A more globally recognized policy is the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) within the European Union (EU). Such a policy
gives control to individuals over their personal data and how it’s
shared with businesses worldwide.
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Information governance and
regulations
Any number of disruptive business challenges can create security risks. Reasons why governance and regulation are necessary
may include an organizational skill shortage, data breaches of
various magnitude, the introduction of new technologies, or
unexpected changes in data volume. These realities force organizations to develop information governance; regulatory uncertainty creates a strong cyber threat landscape. A single event can
be a game-changing inducer for IT security, governance, and regulatory control.
Companies today are experiencing unprecedented growth in the
volume of data they manage, collect, process, and secure. Because
many organizations are unable to keep up with the data deluge or
quantify the value the data has, properly securing such systems
is difficult. The outcomes the organizations suffer are significant
from a fiduciary, legal, and reputation perspective. Proper information governance and regulatory controls reduce enterprise risk.

Advanced persistent threats
Advanced persistent threats (APTs) often get a lot of attention
in the information security domain, because of the significant
impact and wide net it casts on the cybersecurity world. An APT is
a specific type of threat actor (a group or individual usually sponsored by a nation-state) that gains illicit access to a computer
network. The party can remain undetected for some time. In fact,
a 2018 report written by the Ponemon Institute and IBM revealed
the average dwell time as 191 days — that’s the time from when
an organization identifies a breach to when an adversary gains
access. During that period, the organization is conducting largescale data intrusions attacks, compromising data stores, and collecting personal data to use against the organization, not for the
purpose of financial gains, but for political and economic motives.
In an APT campaign, threat actors apply a variety of tools to
capture data from unsuspecting individuals and groups including traditional espionage vectors, social engineering techniques,
human intelligence and infiltration bots, and classic malware to
gain access to locations to enable a network attack. Attackers have
a simple objective: place malicious code one or more computer
systems to activate a task.

CHAPTER 1 Looking at Today’s Threat Landscape
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Studying Selected Breaches
If you read the chapter up to this point, you’ve seen the types of
threats out there that can cripple your networks. In this section,
I give you actual security breach examples that use those types of
threats.

Global commercial bank
A global commercial bank found that, despite implementing a
strong security regiment, cybercriminals implemented malware
at ATM kiosks worldwide. The criminals withdrew cash from
ATMs without even requiring an individual to be present. This
breach resulted in a significant financial loss for the bank.

Consumer-based B2C platform
A popular consumer-based business-to-customer (B2C) platform
invitation calendar service suffered a data breach when a cyber
attacker infiltrated an inoperable database. The system contained
personally identifiable data, including usernames, names, birth
dates, addresses, and passwords. While the company claimed
the data had little value and was fairly old, it appeared for sale on
the dark web.

Healthcare EHR data hosting provider
hit by ransomware
A regional cloud hosting provider that services over 100 healthcare
facilities, most prominently nursing homes running electronic
health records (EHR) systems, was impacted by a Ryuk ransomware attack. The attack occurred on Thanksgiving Day 2019.
The attacker’s request was for the hosting provider to pay a $14
million ransom in the form of a Bitcoin distribution. The attack
shut down virtually all core data operations for the firm and its
customers, who run mission-critical healthcare systems, impacting the patients’ health and well-being in assisted living and
nursing facilities.

8
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Defining threat intelligence
»» Differentiating visibility scenarios
»» Understanding sources of threat
intelligence data

Chapter

2

Gaining Visibility

I

f I could wave my magic wand to solve all cyber threats, risks,
and attacks, I would certainly do it, and you and I both would
sleep better at night. However, it’s virtually impossible to prevent all threats and attacks. The best you can do is focus on gaining a better understanding of how to handle your defenses and
address threat intelligence analysis best practices. In this chapter,
you discover what to look for during an investigation. You also
find out about the tools, processes, and people that are integral to
the investigation.

Addressing Threat Intelligence Principles
Threat intelligence is addressable knowledge that’s strategic, tactical, or operational. The body of knowledge often contains data
that can identify potential risks and emerging threats under various contexts, mechanisms, indicators, implications, or measures.
These measures help your security analysts make informed decisions and take actions when up against threats, both physical and
cyber-related.
Threat intelligence must be actionable, timely, and consumable.
Data is transferable easily so that it’s made available to machines,
including advanced analytics and machine learning solutions
for review. Most threat intelligence data sources are structured,
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which makes the evaluation and decision-making process a bit
easier compared to unstructured data. With unstructured data
sources, such as social media, blogs, wikis, and whitepapers, the
ability to identify the structured data comes from AI mining and
content analytics capabilities. Principles of threat intelligence
should always include structured and unstructured data integrating strategic, operational, and tactical levels of intelligence.
A robust threat intelligence program integrates all three of the
following levels of activity:

»» Strategic: The strategic level focuses on the high-level

trends, motives, and reasons. It also helps engage executives
in making strategic security and business decisions.

»» Operational: The operational level of activity targets

capabilities, infrastructures, tactics, techniques, and procedures to support a more prioritized operation.

»» Tactical: At the tactical security level, you conduct investigative and forensic analysis on likely targeted systems as a
defensive measure.

Looking into Threat Visibility
Every threat has a story and takes on a life of its own. That’s why
it is so hard for an organization to apply a formulaic approach
to combatting the enemy. Whether you’re a top executive or the
security analyst, log data is your best friend. Why? It contains
the fractals of detail that may lead to solving your case. I discuss
threat data types in this section.

Internal data and systems
All IT systems have one thing in common: They typically collect
some form of log data. To the security analyst, log data can provide a treasure trove of insights. Systems data provide insights
into traffic flows, user interactions, and device interactions.
Internal systems are also the piece parts to helping your security
analysts gain network visibility into data collection, aggregation,
distribution, monitoring, and analytics insights. The modern
organization aims to be proactive, not reactive. Using raw data
from systems and ingesting that into investigative analysis tools

10
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help create order in a chaotic process. Such internal systems may
include

»» Firewalls, routers, and switches
»» Intrusion prevention systems (IPS)
»» Netflow systems and web filters
»» Data loss prevention (DLP) systems
»» Email servers and spam filters
»» Servers, database management systems, and applications
»» Endpoints
»» Physical security systems
»» Proxies and wireless access points
»» IoT-based systems
»» Inductive automation systems
»» Corporate-managed mobile devices
»» Cloud solutions (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS)
»» Container and hybrid cloud-based platforms
»» Vulnerability scans, such as IBM Security QRadar Vulnerability
Manager

Collecting data from devices across a network isn’t foolproof.
It can’t paint the entire picture. Attackers do have alternate methods to destroy precious data points relevant to an investigation.
A sophisticated attacker is likely going to disable any form of connective to network traffic so any form of analysis isn’t attainable.
That said, if a device is on a network, it should have the ability to
store, process, and transmit sensitive data in the form of a logging event to a centralized management repository.

External data and intelligence
Your organization needs to look beyond its borders for threat
intelligence data that enables you to anticipate and respond to
potential threats. Consider these tactical data sources:

»» Vendor security advisories: Mature manufacturers of

hardware and software products publish their own security
advisories to warn their customers about threats as well as

CHAPTER 2 Gaining Visibility
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solutions (usually in the form of patches, but sometimes in
other forms of remediation).

»» Open source security advisories: Organizations such as

MITRE and Secunia publish threat information. Sometimes
these advisories are released earlier than manufacturers’
advisories.

»» Law enforcement and news media: Larger law enforcement organizations such as the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security and the FBI publish advisories to the
public or trusted parties.

»» Commercial solutions: Threat intelligence feed sources are

available in the form of advisory services as well as electronic
feeds.

Security analysts are overwhelmed with a lot of data, much of
which has little value. Trying to make sense of the data avail
able is often fatiguing. Most analysts are simply unable to manage the large intake of volume every day, such as a data lake or
single-source data repository. Lack of intake ability can leave
your organization more vulnerable, even when you have the security threats data right at your fingertips, and even when federated
search is available.
Enter IBM Security QRadar Advisor with Watson. Leveraging AI
models and supervised learning, the solution automates routine Security Operations Center (SOC) tasks, finds commonalities across investigations by using collections of structured and
unstructured data to provide actionable feedback to analysts.
Shrinking the data footprint on repeatable data sources allows the
analyst to focus on the important elements of an investigation
and increase efficiency.

Statistical analysis
One effective means for detecting threats is the capability to identify anomalies in user systems and networks. Anomaly detection
works through long-term observation of system behavior and
network traffic, which acts as a baseline. Whenever there may be
something on the system or network that hasn’t been seen before,
an alert generates, and then your personnel can take action and
investigate.
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Anomalies are detected in four ways:

»» User, application, and data profiling
»» Behavioral profiling
»» Thresholding
»» Seasonality
Anomalies are discoverable by using automatic rules and specific
search criteria, including the use of machine learning technology.
The goal is to identify unusual behaviors, the number of network
connections occurring for applications, the amount of data transferred between local and external IP addresses, or just obscure
login patterns. All these conditions warrant investigation.
Solutions such as QRadar can analyze log and network flow data
to create alerts that your staff can investigate. Often this notice
allows organizations to avert an incident before damage occurs.
When combined with machine learning, systems can realize the
coverage capacity of known and unknown threats fully.
Whether you’re a financial institution looking to ensure that your
brokers and agents comply with trading regulations or a managed service provider wanting to ensure that your network is free
of cyber threats, QRadar User Behavior Analytics (UBA) can help.
It provides a new perspective on anomalous behaviors by scoring
and aggregating risky user actions so security teams can quickly
see who’s doing what on their networks.
QRadar UBA identifies both rogue insiders and suspected cybercriminals by using compromised credentials. As an integrated
component of the QRadar Security Intelligence Platform, UBA
leverages behavioral rules and machine learning (ML) models to
add user context to network, log, vulnerability, and threat data to
more quickly and accurately detect attacks.

Intelligence analysis
Intelligence analysis is the process of collecting and generating
intelligence from sources of data — structured and unstructured.
The data collection process can be quite ambiguous because those
who often collect the data do so under the most unusual circumstances. Seldom is there a link between data sources, unless, of
course, there is an individual or knowledge corpus already available that contains the synergistic relationships.

CHAPTER 2 Gaining Visibility
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Intelligence analysis attempts to take an all-source approach by
identifying

»» Open-source intelligence (OSINT)
»» Counterintelligence (CI)
»» Imagery intelligence (IMINT)
»» Signals intelligence (SIGINT)
»» Measures and signature intelligence (MASINT)
»» Technical intelligence (TECHINT)
»» Human intelligence (HUMINT)
Turning disparate data across all-source intelligence can be quite
overwhelming. Analysts need to turn the ambiguity of the data
into actional insights and intelligence, in near real time. Whether
the source is national security and defense or comes from a system
output that detects an enterprise security threat, an analyst alone
can’t piece together the hidden connections among the internal,
external, and open source.
One solution that can help analysts piece the connections together
is IBM Security i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis (EIA). Your team
can synthesize its data through a combination of machine-led
analytics and human-led analysis capabilities. IBM i2 also delivers Automated Tradecraft to help analysts get out of the business
of data collection and get down to the business of threat hunting.

People
Your security analyst is at the heart of your organization’s security intelligence operation. She brings together the disparate data
from all open sources to create a story. What happens, though,
when there is a talent shortage? The organization exposes itself to
an abundance of risk and substantive vulnerabilities.
Without properly trained staff and members of your workforce
educated on best practices, your organization can’t deploy the
right controls to detect, prevent, and defend itself from a cybersecurity breach.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Exploring threat detection
»» Establishing the principles of attack
prevention
»» Understanding the best practices on
SOC/SIEM design
»» Discussing the importance of AI in
detection and prevention

Chapter

3

Detecting Security
Attacks

S

ecurity professionals spend almost every waking moment
handling attack prevention. Seldom are they able to focus on
innovation, given there’s a continuously growing body of
security breaches in the news and an ever-expanding perimeter
for their IT environments. Preventing an attack isn’t easy unless
you have intimate knowledge about the attack itself and the tools
that best prevent and detect further incidents. In this chapter, I
address the principles of attack prevention as well as the ways
organizations can build a next-generation platform to address
prevention management.

Looking at Attack Prevention
Attack prevention is mandatory. If you go into business and invest
in any type of information system, you must assume, at some
point, that your organization must invest in an IT security solution. More importantly, though, as the organization grows, training your staff on how to protect your business system is critical to
the health and well-being of your business, no matter how many
IT systems you may own.

CHAPTER 3 Detecting Security Attacks
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Principles of attack prevention
Because a variety of attack methods exist, there are naturally several ways to help prevent attacks from occurring. But before you
begin looking at attack and prevention techniques, it’s essential
to understand the underlying principles of attack prevention, as
shown in Table 3-1.
TABLE 3-1

Attack Prevention Principles

Concept

Principle

Vulnerabilities

Eliminate all vulnerabilities; attackers exploit the vulnerability of
choice.

Attack
technique

Protect against all attack techniques; attackers will employ an
attack technique of their choosing.

Target choice

Protect all targets; attackers may attack a target of their
choosing.

Time of attack

Protect at all times; attackers will attack at a time of their
choosing.

If you contemplate these principles, you may come to the same
conclusion as many security professionals: Cyberwarfare isn’t
unbiased. You’re seldom able to deliver on the principles in
Table 3-1 wholeheartedly. Attackers almost always have the
upper hand, and they know they almost always have a strategic
advantage.

SOC/SIEM design
Security analysts need tools that can help them address the most
critical threats facing their organizations. The modern security
analyst is tasked with needing to incorporate advanced analytics
such as user behavior analytics (UBA), network flow insights, artificial intelligence (AI), forensic analysis, open-source intelligence
(OSINT), and incident forensics into their investigations. Creating
a picture that can help the analyst gain insights from this data
is hard. Unless the security analyst has a platform to conclude
from, prioritizing and mitigating risk profiles, assessing data
quality, and establishing efficiencies are nearly impossible. That
is why organizations that put security as a top-of-mind priority
make security operations center (SOC) and security information
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and event management (SIEM) platform design front and center
in their strategic initiatives.
The goal of an organization designing a modern SOC/SIEM is to
achieve four objectives:

»» Ingest data in near real time. Data must be able to be

translated by the SOC/SIEM, whether it comes from an
on-premises or cloud source in near real-time while gaining
centralizing visibility to the analysts.

»» Add context to collected data and automate threat
prioritization. Data must tell a story. The story should
include context around it.

»» Support an ecosystem of third-party solutions to help

gain valuable insights. World-class platforms take an
agnostic approach to data management, allowing for
third-party APIs, SDKs, and integrations. Creating a complete
ecosystem allows for deeper, more meaningful insights.

»» Apply built-in analytics and rules management solutions
to the platforms. A good SOC/SIEM doesn’t include a
single-point software application product; instead, it has a
suite of products that produces advanced analytics and
offers correlation rules across networks, endpoints, and
applications among touchpoints.

Organizations jump to purchasing tools in their quest to solve a
security incident. Creating a security platform goes beyond tool
selection; it requires process design. To best position your team
for success, invest in consulting services such as IBM Security
Consulting Services for SOC/SIEM design and planning management. A consultant can help you assess, design, build, and optimize your operations center.

Practicing Attack Prevention
When someone or something is trying to attack a system, it may
be subtle at first. Perhaps it goes unnoticed by human intervention. Configurable systems often detect unusual behaviors. Even
the slightest irregularity can pick up a sign of intrusion through
observation, pattern matching, and applying security analytics
techniques.
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Play it safe! To prevent your IT infrastructure from being attacked,
consider implementing some of the following techniques:

»» Vulnerability management: This essential business

practice consists of several activities for identifying vulnerabilities, including leveraging the knowledge of the environment to conduct vulnerability scanning, keeping software
and firmware versions up to date, consuming vulnerability
data feeds, and patching systems. Vulnerability management
helps to eliminate exploitable vulnerabilities, thereby making
it more difficult for an attacker to access target systems.

»» Attack surface reduction: Prevent attacks by removing

components and systems from an environment that aren’t
critical for the environment’s proper functioning. Attack
surface reduction helps to reduce the number of potential
targets that an attacker can choose as an entry point into an
organization.

»» Security awareness training: This practice educates

end-users on the principles of resisting social engineering
attacks, good security practices such as strong passwords,
following security policies and procedures, and limiting the
use and dissemination of sensitive and critical information.

Looking at the Principles
of Threat Detection
There are also important, time-honored principles of threat
detection that are essential for every organization:

»» Collecting all possible security data: Every system and

device that stores, processes, or transmits sensitive data
should be logging important events that occur on the device.
Advanced attacks can turn off logs, edit them, or delete
them altogether, so it’s important to collect not just log
data but also data like network flow data, which isn’t
erasable. The system should include a backup solution
that manages the log data such as IBM Security QRadar
Log Source Management App.

»» Storing destroyed security data across disparate data

sources into a centralized repository. Data can get pretty
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messy. It doesn’t matter if it comes from a database, data
lake, data warehouse, or even a hard drive. When data is
collected across the countless number of sources, including
cloud infrastructures, endpoints, network, and hosted
sources, it’s often difficult to view the big picture. Having a
single place to see all logged events can make it easy for
the analyst to do their job. Chances are if there is no single
source platform to view all events, the data is never
evaluated.

»» Protecting logs from tampering: Anyone intent on compromising a system is going to want to erase her tracks, and this
can make the central logging system a secondary target. The
device or system where logs are stored must be particularly
well-fortified and configured so that even administrative
personnel are unable to alter, delete, or add fictitious log
entries.

»» Generating alerts for meaningful events: The smallest

systems can create megabytes of log data per day, and larger
systems can create gigabytes, or more. There’s no way that
people are going to review this data in search of threats.
Instead, the centralized system needs to know how to
generate alerts and send them to relevant personnel when
critical security events are taking place.

»» Codifying and following response procedures: For each

type of alert that can be generated, personnel need to
know what action to take. Response procedures need to be
automated and orchestrated with response plans. Processes
should include incident response plans and processes that
are configurable, capturing not just a moment in time, but
the complete case from start to finish. A system of record
should also be able to capture stakeholder data outside of
internal security operations. IBM Security Resilient Dynamic
Playbooks, for example, provide a guided response to
support repeatable incident response plans combined with
human intelligence.

»» Automating security remediation: Enterprises need a

way to automate the process of identifying, triaging, and
responding to security events. Trying to communicate
between enterprise security solutions not intended to speak
with one another can be quite laborious. Applying a solution,
such as Red Hat Ansible, together with IBM Security QRadar
and IBM Security Resilient, can streamline manual work
processes for the security analyst, while also increasing her
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ability to detect security events easier, quicker, and more
controlled. For more information on IBM Security, visit
http://ibm.biz/qradar_ansible_webinar.

»» Recording responses to threat alerts: Whenever an

actionable alert is captured, the response steps must be
recorded. Recorded responses include what action
occurred, when the action took place, and who acted.

Elevating Security Posture
Cyberattack sophistication continues to grow in volume and
complexity. The realm of intelligence capabilities that an analyst
can review is overwhelming. Organizations continue to struggle
to find security talent. As a result, to stay ahead of the threats,
organizations turn to AI to help fill the gap in under-resourced,
under-represented security operations. Organizations often have
millions, sometimes even billions of data points to sift through.
From research papers, blogs, news stories, and websites, AI
provides the instant perspectives many organizations require
to reduce the noise of false alarms and focus on the end goal:
reducing response time to stay ahead of the bad guy. AI elevates
the security posture in any organization because it accomplishes
three salient objectives:

»» Learn: AI is training to consume data artifacts across

structured and unstructured sources. Through machine
learning and deep learning techniques, the AI knowledge
corpus understands the threat landscape and cyber risks
environment over time, not just at a single moment.

»» Reason: AI gathers insights and applies reasoning to

relationships that may uncover threats. Instead of analysts
manually scouring malicious files, suspicious network traffic,
or probing insiders, AI can evaluate a collection of data
points in a fraction of the time, allowing the security analyst
to respond quickly to the event.

»» Augment: Eliminating unnecessary time-consuming tasks

and being able to provide curated risk analysis can help
reduce the amount of time security analysts take to make
critical decisions. Specifically, the launch of an orchestrated
response can be achieved through robust remediation
using AI.
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Chapter

4

Investigating Threats

T

hink back to the turn of the century. Everyone thought that
every computer in the world would shut down. Time would
stand still. But at 12:01 AM, we ushered in a new century
with very little technical hoopla. Or was there an incident we
didn’t know about? For some organizations, they did become a
victim of a security breach. Just not the type that everyone prepared months, if not years, for — waiting with bated breath
assuming the lights around the world would shut off. That’s just
the thing about a security investigation, you never really know
what’s going to happen until it happens. You need to prepare for
it and understand what to look for so your organization can be
proactive, not reactive in the war against cyber criminals. This
chapter reviews the investigative threat techniques organizations
use to investigate threats.

Performing Network Forensics
Seldom do you find a thief walking into an office in search of a
USB drive, CD, or DVD. Most criminals don’t bother stealing
devices unless, of course, they want the device for themselves.
The criminal cares about the data, and to access the data, the end
goal is to access the network.
To carry out a targeted attack, the intruder must figure out a
way to circumvent the system’s security in an attempt to procure
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sensitive data. It’s important to not only have traditional user
credential management in place but also network forensic monitoring tools. Organizations need to step up their game to better
understand suspicious activity, often hidden among their normal
traffic and extract content to provide the visibility into the network threat activity.
Organizations can’t simply access data under “just-in-time”
conditions. To be fully secure, solutions such as QRadar Network
Insights or QRadar Incident Forensics require constant data availability in order to evaluate data properly. Solutions that perform
continuous data collection require forensics of network traffic.
Forensic analysis enables the investigator to examine data for
an incident at a granular level: step-by-step, packet-by-packet.
Solutions such as this, which include QRadar Incident Forensics,
help incident responders quickly identify anomalies on the network and retrace the path the attack took. An added benefit is to
see if similar incidents have occurred across the infrastructure
previously when conducting threat hunting exercises.

Investigative Analysis for
Unstructured Data
Intelligence analysts are responsible for analyzing large volumes
of data across many data sources. Most times, the sources don’t
correlate with one another. You may have a situational report, a
spot report, a series of social media feeds, and access to opensource information with absolutely no relationship between each
source.
Some of the data may be highly structured; most of the data is
likely unstructured. The analyst must collect all the data available
to better understand what’s exactly happening. The process can
be labor- and time-intensive. IBM Security QRadar Advisor with
Watson can force multiply (make them more efficient) your SOC
teams to analyze and drive actionable insights from both internal and external, as well as structured and unstructured data.
Additionally, IBM Security i2 can help capture, process, and integrate the structured and non-structured datasets into a single
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source repository. Once combined, it allows the analyst to better
understand, the operational state through a highly visualized
view.
An investigative analysis solution should be able to ingest, organize, and visualize four types of data to help the investigative
analyst:

»» Known or structured data: This highly structured data is
found in a database and is often transactional, organized,
and repeatable. Structured data has a distinct pattern.

»» Unknown structured data: This data is found in the deep

dark web. Search engines don’t properly index most of the
Internet’s data. The data that exists that’s structured
information but comes from unknown locations is classified
under this branch.

»» Known unstructured data: If there is data found in a

document or stored across a repository in your organization,
it’s considered a known unstructured document. Unless it’s
codified with specific metadata or contains a consistent,
organized pattern, most documents fall under this category.

»» Unknown unstructured data: If you can play the game

connected to whom or how this is connected to that because
you’re unsure how the dots connect, you’re clearly defining
unknown unstructured data. Understanding the degree of a
relationship to try and find the needle in the haystack is
often the goal for this data type.

Compliance Management Considerations
If you’re in business and handle data, you’re obligated to comply with some form of regulatory and compliance rules. Just a few
years ago, the entire business community adjusted to the European
Union’s GDPR compliance mandate. Under that mandate, any organ
ization that collects data from citizens in the EU has 72 hours to
notify authorities after it identifies and determines a privacy data
breach. If the company that collects the data fails to put the proper
controls in place, the organization risks receiving a fine of up to
20 million euros or up to 4 percent of annual revenue, whichever is
higher.
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In the United States, regulations such as the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) have a profound impact on businesses. CCPA
is a data protection and privacy regulation meant to protect the
personal information of the state’s residents. However, the way
regulations are written, if you’re in business, regardless of location, it applies to your organization. CCPA forces a company to
adhere to a set of standards as it relates to the access to, deletion
of, and sharing of personal information.
Most organizations struggle at managing to comply with a single
set of government regulations, let alone a series of compliance
regulations across several countries or continents. Automating and orchestrating the regulatory and compliance process is
essential to ensure an organization stays above the law. With the
IBM Security Resilient with Privacy, an organization can automate
the compliance and regulatory process by validating an organization’s data controls against more than 170 privacy reporting
regulations worldwide. If the organization also wants to apply
internal corporate or regulations specific to their clients, that too
is possible.
As part of any reliable monitoring platform, these are attributes
to consider:

»» Compliance: Laws and industry standards mandate

requirements on things such as data storage and transmission for particular pieces of information. Don’t just look for a
platform that applies a single compliance factor; look for one
that has global reach at the local, state, federal, and crosscountry level.

»» Anti-malware status and malware infections: Logging

all attempts by malware to infect systems or alter their
behavior, as well as the health of anti-malware software on
each endpoint and server.

»» Firewall rule exceptions: Firewall configurations record

attempts by outsiders (or insiders) to send traffic through
them that violate the security policy. Some of these events
may indicate upcoming or active security events in progress
that require immediate action.

»» Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) alerts: These alerts are
often reasonable indications of reconnaissance attempts to
break into an organization or signs that a break-in has
already taken place.
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»» Invalid logon attempts to privileged accounts: Insiders
or outsiders often try to log in to privileged accounts on
network devices, servers, endpoints, and applications to
steal information or disrupt operations.

»» Unauthorized changes to systems and devices: Insiders
or outsiders may make unauthorized changes to systems
and devices. In the case of insiders, this is sometimes just
carelessness, but it could be malicious as well.

»» Unauthorized changes to applications and application

configuration: Actors may attempt (and sometimes
succeed) to make unauthorized changes to applications
and their configuration, sometimes as a result of poor
judgment, but sometimes as a part of a scheme to separate
an organization from its money or its sensitive data.

»» Attempts to bypass authentication controls: Intruders
have a lot of tricks they can use to trip the systems and
devices, letting them log in without providing login
credentials.

»» Attempts to alter or disable activity logs: If an intruder

can erase her tracks by changing activity logs, she’ll go-ahead
and do so, making incident detection and forensics that
much more difficult.

»» Attempts to access sensitive areas such as data centers:
Walking into sensitive areas to steal components, backup
media, laptops, and even servers are just other tools of the
intruder’s trade.

Organizations can monitor user behavior in an unfathomable
number of ways. If the system isn’t automated or data isn’t trackable, the organization is likely to be found out of compliance. That
is why it is now, more than ever, essential to monitor, detect,
investigate, and prevent unwanted behavior using a security platform such as IBM Security QRadar.

Orchestrating and Automating Incidents
Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) best
describes a collection of security processes and technologies that
enable an organization to get a handle on its threat posture across
multiple intelligence sources. The analysts take action on the
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threats through a coordinated effort assuming an organization
invests in the automation of the security tools. Integrated case
management can help define, prioritize, standardize, and automate the incident response flow based on rules, regulations, and
event triggers.
A SOAR platform integrates three key technology classes into a
single solution through integration: threat and vulnerability
management, security and incident response, and security operations automation. Furthermore, many of these enterprises own
both SIEM and SOAR solutions to aggregate data from all types of
intelligence sources.
With IBM Security Resilient, you have an incident response system that can help minimize damage in the event of a breach or
attack. Resilient integrates with your security systems to create a
single incident response (IR) hub, consolidating and strengthening your organization’s security posture. Resilient aligns people,
processes, and technology, ensuring orchestration and automation in your incident response efforts.
If you’re looking to tap into a wider framework of cloud, application, and DevOps use cases, the use of a solution such as Red
Hat Ansible Automation provides thousands of vendor-provided
and open-source automation modules to help automate your collection of solutions into a streamlined process for identification,
search, and response. Make sure your SOAR solutions include the
following three attributes:

»» Streamlines repetitive and time-consuming tasks:

Reduce activities that can be done through automation so
the SOC staff can focus on strategic priorities.

»» Automates processes using expert knowledge: Human
and AI help investigators better adapt to threats, guide
responses, and act quicker.

»» Orchestrates responses: Simply streamlining operations

is the first step. Capturing, codifying, and organizing the
data takes information dissemination one step further.
Orchestration systems allow for collaboration, case management, and a continuous process to assess the incident
response process.
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Chapter

5

Responding to Threats

T

here will come a day when every organization encounters a
data or privacy breach. It’s not a matter of if; it’s a question
of when. No matter how prepared you are, it will eventually
happen. The best thing a team can do is prepare in advance on
how to outsmart the cybercriminal. Responding to a security inci
dent may feel like playing a game of chess. You need to use many
skills to get to the end of the game, which may not yield the result
you want. Someone does win the game. With cybersecurity
though, you hope it’s not the criminal. This chapter explores how
to respond to such threats.

Gathering Evidence
A security analyst touches many data artifacts during the life of an
investigation. The data stored in the system is either structured
or unstructured. The analyst’s main objective is to see how each
artifact connects, and if there’s any legitimate value. Analysts use
tools to evaluate the relationships among the data to see if the
data is related, with the hope that in their quest to solve a case,
they can answer specific questions. The analyst uses a combina
tion of social network analysis, incident forensic analysis, network
analysis, user behavior analysis, and artificial intelligence (AI)
solutions to transform her body of unanswered data points into
reliable answers. The answers help the analyst build an arsenal
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of knowledge to develop a framework for prevention, establish
detection, or create response options to further the investigation.
Structured and unstructured data can be overwhelming to an
analyst. Using investigative analysis solutions such as IBM i2
can help bring those disparate data sets together to paint a
clear picture as you gather evidence. Additionally, analysts can
count on IBM Security QRadar Advisor with Watson to discover
additional insights and reduce the mean-time-to-detect (MTTD)
and mean-time-to-respond (MTTR) on most investigations.

Establishing Prevention Measures
Every piece of information that becomes part of a case is assigned
a priority. To the investigators and analysts, this helps quickly
determine the impact the evidence has on the matter. Orga
nizations apply prioritization to artifacts, even after they’re
codified and automated as a way to establish case integrity and
confidentiality.
During a case, preventative measures, such as compliance and
regulatory controls, should be established to ensure the organ
ization’s personnel follow government and corporate regulations.
Should partners not comply, the appropriate parties, including
customers, government authorities, vendors, and even the gen
eral public, must be alerted of non-compliance.
At the same time, if the investigative teams are conducting a case
in progress, making sure that the event prevents harm unto oth
ers from occurring should come first. The team must take the
evidence presented to them with the utmost caution, and use
it with the intent that it should help protect and mitigate the
problem — not exacerbate the issue. The investigative team
should remember, though, that all evidence collected can and
should be considered legally admissible in court.

Implementing Detection Strategies
Detection of a security incident can manifest itself in infinite
ways. From an obscure ping on a network, the results in an alert
from a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM), to
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unusual login behavior from an internal member of your team,
detecting an incident is unpredictable. What we all know is this.
When a security incident occurs, some, if not most, of the dam
age is already complete. Most organizations don’t have the proper
traps set to catch their adversaries.
An organization can implement many tools for security detec
tion. Some organizations procure one or more in each of these
categories. IBM offers a complete portfolio of integrated threat
detection solutions with its QRadar security intelligence platform
and X-Force platforms:

»» IBM Security QRadar: Key features include SIEM platform,
vulnerability management, incident forensics, network
analysis, user behavior analytics, and artificial intelligence;
for more info, visit www.ibm.com/security/securityintelligence/qradar.

»» IBM Security X-Force Threat Management: Key features
include incident response and intelligence services and
threat management services; check out www.ibm.com/
security/services/threat-management to find out
more.

Creating Response Options
In all things related to IT, security, and incident response, organi
zations should adopt a culture of continuous improvement. Often
times, organizations are reactive, not proactive, in their response
to improving their security posture. It doesn’t always have to be
that way. In fact, IBM offers the X-Force Incident Response and
Intelligence Services (IRIS) team to help mitigate security threats
before they happen. The service integrates advisory threat intel
ligence, incident response, and remediation guidance to help
minimize the loss of revenue caused by a security incident by
providing a more comprehensive view of potential attack targets.
Your organization can then make the most informed decisions
on how to best defend itself. In the context of security incident
response, this means:

»» Reviewing process documentation at least annually to
look for changes that improve the documents
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»» Reviewing existing tools and their capabilities to look for

opportunities to accelerate incident detection, response, and
remediation

»» Reviewing incidents (all big ones, and some smaller ones)
to look for improvement opportunities in response procedures, as well as changes or improvements in systems and
processes to help reduce the probability and impact of
incidents in the first place

»» Practicing the procedures laid out in the response plan in
order for them to be effective when the time comes

IBM Security Command Centers put your teams to the test —
through mental, emotional, and stress challenges — to help you
improve your readiness to respond effectively to a breach.
Improvements take many forms, including advances in tech
nology, additional details in procedure documents, updates in
industry standards, better incident response and forensics tools,
and more training for personnel. Organizations can learn a lot
from history by using an incident response platform (IRP) if they
implement a system that orchestrates, automates, and documents
every event over time. Having a system of reference to look back
to as you try and detect unusual patterns may prevent an attack
from occurring. IBM Resilient can provide you with that end-toend solution.

Offering Recovery Solutions
Establishing a cybersecurity threat management and incident
recovery response program is critical to the success of the IT
operation. Your organization should invest in a solution that

»» Provides capabilities that support all stages of the threat
management life cycle

»» Automates security policy orchestration, threat detection and
disposition, and incident response remediation processes

»» Centralizes and simplifies visibility, management, and

monitoring of security operations for hybrid workloads

»» Invests in a cloud-agnostic security and recovery service that
provides support for all industry cloud vendors and types of
on-premises data centers
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6

Evaluating Integrated
Threat Management

M

any of today’s innovative technology platforms provide
enormous potential. Unfortunately, the innovation
sometimes comes at a steep price tag. These innovations
open up the modern workplace, one that is often agile, to countless adversaries to enter and access sensitive data, sometimes
effortlessly. Most times, organizations don’t have the wherewithal even to know that such inappropriate access occurred.
Some do and respond expeditiously, while others are simply held
captive because they don’t have the resources to respond swiftly.
In this chapter, you find out how to evaluate integrated threat
management by taking a solutions-based approach rather than a
tools approach.

The Security Vendor Ecosystem
Countless organizations procure security tools from a variety of
vendors, without regard to figuring out just how they’ll actually
utilize their purchases in their given environments. Many realize, after the fact, that their procurement is riddled with issues,
even incompatibility, even though the organization is courted by
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the vendor into believing that the tool is best-in-breed or vendor
agnostic. Think again!
Seldom do security systems get treated as an Integrated Threat
Management platform until after an attack occurs; it’s often
treated as a single point of failure problem. Why? Too many companies keep on purchasing new security tools as point solutions,
including advanced threat protection, web security, endpoint
security, application security, data security, mobile security, risk
and compliance, security operations and incident management,
and threat intelligence, many of which overlap in one or more
capacity.
Your organization needs to look at its security posture as an
Integrated Threat Management platform that works together,
addressing problems in lockstep. Building a single platform can
provide a complete defense to even the most difficult threats. IBM
Security has done the hard work for you by building the platform
and the partner ecosystem to build security apps that integrate
other vendors with IBM Security, by providing additional data to
add even more context in security investigations.

Integrated Threat Management
Solutions
The IBM Threat Management framework helps defend an organ
ization against the most potent threats. The framework starts
with IBM X-Force Exchange, a cloud-based threat intelligence
platform that delivers actionable threat intel that is updated every
minute. This platform runs on IBM X-Force Research, which catalogs vulnerabilities, web pages, and data from almost 300 million
endpoints to thwart advanced attacks. Data in X-Force Exchange
is also complemented by threat intelligence from third-party
providers in IBM’s partner ecosystem through its threat feed
manager. Defeating today’s persistent and sophisticated threats
requires a four-part approach:

»» Visibility: The organization must be able to identify prob-

lems in order to put protective measures in place. Visibility
allows stakeholders to identify threats in the environment,
and then better understand the threat in a way that makes
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sense to users in the targeted population. Solutions that
support visibility include IBM Security QRadar and IBM
X-Force Red.

»» Detection: Because it’s not possible to prevent all attacks, or
because there may already be malware in your network,
detection is the second key step. Attacks that wiggle their
way through even the best defenses must be detected so
that organizations can quickly and effectively respond. One
solution is QRadar for a unified SIEM (security information
and event management) that brings together information
from an organization’s IT systems, devices, and security
systems, including anti-malware, web filtering, firewalls, data
loss prevention (DLP), and systems (cloud).

»» Investigation: Solutions such as QRadar Advisor with

Watson automate routine SOC tasks, find commonalities
across investigations, and provide actionable feedback to
analysts, freeing them up to focus on more essential
elements of the investigation and increase analyst efficiency.
Additionally, intelligence solutions, like the IBM Security i2,
can facilitate human-led analysis of large volumes of security
and non-security related data from logical and physical
domains to research trends, discover anomalies, provide
context, create relationships, and uncover hidden issues.

»» Response: For those threats that get past defenses, organiza-

tions need the solutions and know-how to respond quickly
and effectively. The solutions inside the Integrated Threat
Management solution start with QRadar, which gives incident
responders the ability to examine an incident step-by-step. Next,
IBM Security Resilient provides prescriptive response playbooks
for responders and the organization they integrate with to
address the rest of the security and IT stack in response to the
incident holistically. Finally, IBM X-Force Incident Response and
Intelligence Services (IRIS) is an organization of expert emergency response personnel ready to assist your organization
with forensics and incident response consulting services.

Tying it All Together with SIEM
Visibility, detection, investigation, and response all require access
to comprehensive data. A security information and event management (SIEM) platform is the core of every threat management
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environment. Ingesting gigabytes or terabytes of log data each
day, a SIEM such as QRadar unlocks several opportunities that can
help a security operations team detect anomalies and trends that
may be early indicators of attack reconnaissance, attempted (or
successful) exploitation of vulnerabilities, command, and control,
or data exfiltration.
Making sure your knowledge meets industry-best frameworks is
also essential. That is why vendors such as IBM use the MITRE
ATT&CK framework in products such as QRadar. Producing eventbased data is one thing; comparing it to real-world attack scenarios, techniques, and exploits used to compromise enterprise
security adds another dimension. The security analyst should be
provided the very best insights using proven industry models, in
near-real-time capacity, to complete their job satisfactorily.
A SIEM collects log and network flow data from every kind of system and device then performs real-time analysis and correlation
to quickly alert personnel of unwanted activities occurring in the
environment that require priority attention.

Communications Protocols
There are several established standards for electronically transmitting threat information between systems. The existence of
these standards makes it easier for organizations to integrate isolated point products into a threat management system.
In particular, IBM uses Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX). MITRE developed it as a machine- and humanreadable language for conveying threat information. IBM X-Force
Exchange uses this protocol to communicate threat intelligence to
third-party software and products.
For organizations that are worried about securing their hybrid,
multicloud environments, regardless of cloud architecture, IBM
Cloud Pak for Security provides an open platform to more quickly
integrate existing security solutions, orchestrate actions, and
automate responses, while leaving their data where it is. Cloud
Pak for Security is built on open standards, like STIX, and leverages open source technology to connect to different data sources
without moving the data. Specifically, Cloud Pak for Security uses
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the IBM Security developed open source project STIX-Shifter.
This enables security analysts to use the STIX language to write
one query, translate the query into the local language of each data
source to run it in the native languages, and translate it back into
STIX to deliver standardized results from many different data
sources in one place.
To promote open and interoperable security, IBM Security
cofounded the Open Cybersecurity Alliance (OCA) and contributed STIX-Shifter as one of the initial technologies to the initiative. The goal of the OCA is to bring together global, like-minded
cybersecurity vendors, end-users, thought leaders, and individuals to promote products that can more freely exchange information, insights, and analytics through commonly developed code
and tooling, and mutually agreed on open technologies, standards, and procedures.
Whether you move all your data to an IBM platform or not, IBM
Cloud Pak for Security enables you to connect to IBM and thirdparty solutions to search for threat indicators across an entire
hybrid multicloud infrastructure. Cloud Pak for Security streamlines threat hunting techniques across solutions and platforms
for SOC analysts by providing one console to search across all data
at rest.
Standard protocols make it easier for the IBM Threat Management architecture to communicate with other IBM systems and
software, as well as integrate with other vendor-based threat
management solutions.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Prioritizing the process
»» Maintaining visibility
»» Detecting, investigating, and responding
to security incidents
»» Preparing for an attack before it happens
»» Reviewing incident response best practices

Chapter

7

Ten Techniques for
Integrated Threat
Management

T

his chapter gives you ten techniques for your organization
to consider in order to respond to threats more efficiently.

Practice
Responding to a cyber incident is an organization-wide responsibility. Multiple stakeholders are involved in effective incident
response, from the security analysts to leaders in the C-suite and
boardroom, as well as business units from HR and legal to PR and
finance. Make sure to incorporate the following:

»» Workshop and instruction: Work alongside faculty members

who test and guide your team, showing gaps in your response
plan in a safe environment where you can learn from mistakes.
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»» Tabletop exercises: This training guides incident responders through simulated incidents, making the experience
more real and memorable. The guide is an experienced
security incident responder.

Prioritize
Each threat has a probability of occurrence and potential impact
to your organization. Each vulnerability has a probability of
exploitation, as well as the impact if exploitation occurs. Each
incident has a particular level of impact on an organization. To
avoid overburdening your security response teams, prioritize the
risk of each threat, vulnerability, and incident to determine the
appropriate level of resources to apply to each one.

Visibility
Security professionals must understand risk. When building a
strong security program, the following are all instrumental:

»» Being knowledgeable about the security architecture
»» Constantly keeping informed on best practices
»» Ensuring that the organization is equipped with the best
solutions to address any attack type

»» Applying the appropriate infrastructure and software, such

as firewalls, anti-malware, intrusion prevention systems, and
data loss prevention (DLP) systems

»» Integrating analytics tools for managing and monitoring visibility

Detection
If prevention is job number one, detection is number two in your
security organization: Detect each threat that makes it through
prevention defenses. A security information and event management (SIEM) system that collects data from all possible sources —
such as log data, network flows, configuration information, and
vulnerability data — then correlates that data to determine if an
incident is occurring and alerts personnel appropriately.
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DETECTING THREATS WITH IBM
SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Detecting threats requires a platform solution, not a single tool. IBM
offers a complete security intelligence platform to defend your team
from cyberattacks. The platform allows your team to detect, investigate, respond, and recover from an attack. The platform includes the
following:
IBM Security QRadar Security Intelligence Platform offers an
integrated solution for SIEM, log management, configuration management, vulnerability assessment, and anomaly detection. The
platform provides a unified dashboard and real-time insight into
security and compliance risks across people, data, applications,
and infrastructure. QRadar uses the MITRE ATT&CK framework to
validate each log source. The Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and
Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) framework was developed by
MITRE Corp to help your security analysts understand cyber
attacker threats and prevent adversarial attacks from happening
to your organization’s networks.

•

IBM Security QRadar Vulnerability Manager (QVM) proactively
discovers network device and application security vulnerabilities,
adds context, and supports the prioritization of remediation
and mitigation. With this solution, you can develop an optimized
plan for addressing security exposures. IBM Security QRadar
Vulnerability Manager is fully integrated with the IBM QRadar
Security Intelligence Platform (see the preceding bullet) by enriching the results of vulnerability scans with network asset information, security configurations, flow data, logs, and threat intelligence
to manage vulnerabilities and achieve compliance.

•

IBM Security QRadar Network Insights (QNI) helps analysts
assess network data in real time to uncover attackers’ footprints
and expose hidden security threats in many scenarios before they
can damage your organization. Data sources that can be analyzed
include phishing e-mails, malware, data exfiltration, lateral movement, DNS and application abuse, and compliance gaps.

•

IBM Security QRadar User Behavior Analytics (UBA) gives your
analyst the ability to analyze user activity to detect malicious
(continued)
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(continued)

insiders and determine if a user’s credentials have been compromised. Features include observing risky users, viewing their anomalous activities, and drilling down into the underlying log and flow
data that contributed to a user’s risk score.

•

IBM X-Force Exchange is a robust, global threat-intelligence
sharing platform designed to consume, share, and act on threat
intelligence — all backed by IBM X-Force. Users can search for various threat indicators pulled from machine-generated intelligence
and add context via human intelligence for a collaborative way to
research and help stop threats.

Investigation
When an incident occurs, a security analyst starts with an alert.
Using the alert as the information baseline, your analyst drills
down into increasingly more specific data to determine how an
attack was able to take place and what the attacker or malware did
in affected systems and devices.

INVESTIGATING THREATS USING
IBM SECURITY SOLUTIONS
QRadar Advisor with Watson can help your organization develop a
more comprehensive understanding of your entire threat landscape,
and it helps identify those unknown threats that could be occurring in
your system. The resulting insights can then be fed back into your
SIEM, helping you turn the table on your aggressive cyber threat
actors. Paired with IBM Security i2, your organization can integrate
human-led cyber analysis and analyze disparate sets of internal and
external data such as HR, open source, social media, and dark web
data to help detect and neutralize unknown threats and breaches.
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Response
When the extent of an incident has been determined, your staff
should take steps to mount an appropriate response to stop the
incident from proceeding further and limit the impact on the
organization or its customers.

RESPONDING WITH IBM SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
Responding to a security incident is a team effort. Make sure that you
have a solution that helps you detect a breach and responds to organ
izational and regulatory compliance requirements. IBM’s security solutions include

•

IBM Security Resilient helps define, orchestrate, automate, and
streamline response processes with built-in dynamic workflows
based on industry best practices (including NIST and SANS), regulatory guidelines, and customization determined by organizational
needs. The Resilient SOAR platform becomes a hub for your IBM
Security ecosystem — an integrated security solution with the correct workflows, enriched intelligence, deep-data analytics, and simulation capabilities you need to respond to threats effectively and
correctly, every time.

•

IBM Security QRadar is designed to give enterprise security
teams visibility into network activities and clarity around user
actions. It can index both metadata and payload content within
packet-capture (PCAP) files to fully reconstruct sessions, build digital impressions, highlight suspect content, and facilitate searchdriven data explorations aided by visualizations.

•

IBM X-Force Incident Response and Intelligence Services (IRIS)
helps reduce risks and exposure to cyber threats with a more proactive and preventive approach, providing access to key resources
that can enable faster incident recovery and reduced business
impact. ERS enables a broader view and deeper understanding of
incidents through intelligence data and analytics.
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Contain
Incidents must be stopped dead in their tracks. This means
removing malware and restoring systems to their pre-incident
states. It may also include the steps taken to prevent the recurrence of a similar incident in the future.

Ensure Compliance
Making sure that your organization follows local, state, federal,
and international regulatory statutes can be daunting. If you’re
in business, and you handle data, you’re responsible for complying with data and privacy control laws. Automating and orchestrating the evaluation of data as it flows through your systems
can be cumbersome. Imagine if there are many data silos distributed across an organization with no commonality. That’s why
it’s important to consider implementing an SOAR platform such
as IBM Security Resilient. Implementing Resilient ensures you’re
fully compliant with enforceable data and privacy regulations and
protected across many of your IT silos. IBM Security Resilient with
Privacy provides you with guidance and reporting tasks for more
than 170 data privacy breach reporting regulations worldwide.

COMPLYING WITH IBM SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
Global, national, and local privacy breach requirements are complex
and always evolving, so ensure that your organization has a compliance solution in place. Privacy and data breaches result in a lengthy,
tedious, and expensive process to mitigate. IBM Security Resilient can
transform the process into one that’s efficient and affordable. The
solution provides up-to-date data breach response plans that map to
the latest regulations and is built on an extensive knowledge base of
global regulations. Integrating QRadar and Resilient with solutions
such as Red Hat Ansible Automation can streamline many processes
in lock-step with its technology and people to create a cohesive incident response operation. A single incident response center enables
faster action among analysts when dealing with critical security
events.
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Plan
Organizations need to plan for an incident so individuals and
teams at every level of the organization know their roles and
responsibilities when an incident occurs. After an event happens,
it’s simply too late.
To plan for an incident, your organization needs to develop a
high-level policy regarding roles and responsibilities for incident management, as well as detailed “playbooks” that describe
the steps taken for various types of incidents. Your organization
needs to ensure that incident responders have the tools and training they need to effectively and quickly respond to an incident,
and just like any other natural disaster drill, these response techniques must be practiced frequently.

Improve
Threat management is an arms race, and your adversaries have
a natural advantage at all times. Ensure that your organization is
strategizing and operating in a spirit of continuous improvement,
so it has the best opportunity to succeed at winning against the
enemy.
Review all your organization’s incident response documentation
at least once a year. Leadership should ensure that it trains your
personnel in incident management techniques and response not
only when something happens but also proactively. Most importantly, review your organization’s prevention, detection, and
response capabilities at least annually.
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INTEGRATED THREAT
MANAGEMENT FROM IBM
IBM threat management solutions deliver an integrated framework
designed to help security teams orchestrate their defenses against
known and unknown threats across the attack life cycle. The IBM threat
management framework solutions deliver core functionality to support
visibility, detection, investigation, and response to attacks, including
security analytics, threat hunting, incident response, and threat intelligence with network and endpoint protection. Check out www.ibm.
com/security/threat-management for more IBM integrated threat
management solutions.
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